The Kenneth A. Shepsle Prize is given out annually for the best article in the previous year’s volume of JHPE.

Previous winners include:

2024: “Political Polarization and Judicial Selection,” by Tinghua Yu and Elliott Ash (volume 4)


2022: “Distributive Politics and Crime,” by Masataka Harada and Daniel M. Smith (volume 2)

2021: “Mayoral Candidates, Social Class, and Representation in American Cities,” by Patricia A. Kirkland (volume 1)

About Kenneth A. Shepsle

Kenneth A. Shepsle is the George D. Markham Research Professor of Government and a founding member of The Institute for Quantitative Social Science at Harvard University. He has written numerous articles on formal political theory, congressional and parliamentary politics, public policy, and political economy. He was a National Fellow at the Hoover Institution, Fellow of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Rockefeller Fellow at Bellagio, and a Guggenheim Fellow. He was editor of Public Choice, served on the Board of Editors of the Cambridge University Press Series on the Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions, and served as Vice President of the American Political Science Association. In 1990 he was elected to the National Academy of Sciences and to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He was chair of the Department of Government at Harvard, 1995-98. From 1997 to 2005 he chaired the Faculty Planning Committee for the Center for Government and International Studies, a building complex for government, international, and social scientific research centers. His current research focuses on formal models of political institutions, rule-breaking, and political imagination.